
Fwd: Bronson/Sunset project

susanterry@aol.com <susanterry@aol.com> Sun, Aug 7, 2016 at 1:00 PM
To: sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Originally sent to incorrect email address; please see below

—Original Message—
From: susanterry <susanterry@aol.com>
To: sharondickenson <sharondickenson@lacity.org>
Sent: Sun, Aug 7, 2016 7:56 am 
Subject: Re Bronson/Sunset project

I am a homeowner in Bronson Canyon and specifically at 2650 Bronholly Drive. The traffic situation currently is out of 
control. It can often take more than ten minutes to drive the two-three blocks from the light at Franklin and Bronson to 
the 101 freeway entrance on Hollywood Blvd. This could be walked in 2-3 minutes to give you an idea of how egregious 
the traffic problem is. As you may know, efforts have been made by residents, unsuccessfully, to get a traffic light 
installed on Van Ness and Franklin due to the existing traffic congestion. In other words, we are currently at breaking 
point and the proposed variance to make an exception for one building is going to lead to enormous traffic congestion 
issues.
It is essential, particularly in a highly populated city like Los Angeles and one where public transportation is not yet the 
norm, that we consider the impact any building will have on the area. It should be noted that even for those in Bronson 
Canyon who elect to take the metro, it's necessary to drive in this exact spot to go down the hill to park and take the 
metro on Hollywood and Argyle. Thus even those who are trying to use public transit will be caught in traffic.
At the present time the traffic going west on Franklin (from Bronson) in the morning does not move as people also use 
that way to get on to the 101 at the other entrance on Franklin and Argyle. These few blocks can sometimes have a 
person sitting in traffic for fifteen minutes to go four blocks.
We already have a significant traffic problem for which this community has needed help. To compound the problem 
makes no sense. It is not a sound decision on any level, environmentally, practically and legally.
Thank you for you time.
Susan Goldstein
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8/9/2016 City of Los Angeles Mail - 5901 Sunset Blvd

LA
' C6EC5

Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@lacity.org>

5901 Sunset Blvd

Glen Scantlebury <pavementpictures2@gmail.com> Sun, Aug 7, 2016 at 3:03 PM
To: sharon.dickinson@lacity.org

Dear city planners
I believe the office tower at 5901 sunset Blvd. should not go forward as the building is larger than allowed current 
zoning. The traffic is already too congested at this corner. If there is not a widening of width of the Bronson Ave, than 
the corner can not sustain more traffic and a major new entrance for 839 cars. The builders should come back with a 
plan that includes (at their own expense) a new right turn lane on their property to run the total length of their property to 
allow vehicles to enter their parking area and for cars exiting the property to converge onto Bronson Ave. and around the 
corner onto Sunset Blvd. Without widening the road (at their expense) the public is left with a degradation of the road’s 
ability to handle the added cars/traffic/parking needs. Changing the zoning regulation is all for the profit of the builders, 
with no concern for the neighborhoods surrounding. That's why we have zoning regulations. That's why we should follow 
them. Again a big no, to changing current zoning laws if the "for profit" company has no concerns for helping to alleviate 
the added congestion they are creating.

Glen Scantlebury 
5400 Moco Lane 
LA CA 90068
323 819-0896
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